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The silo challenge

KEY Q

IF THERE IS TO BE A LIFELONG LEARNING STRATEGY, WHO SHOULD 
HAVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR IT?

GRALE3:  “only 1/3 of countries report that they have an inter-
ministerial coordinating committee on ALE”



“Learning should be integral to every policy paper.  In the same way 
that policy-makers must conduct an equalities impact assessment, or 
consider the sustainable development implications of policy, a learning 
assessment should be required.”  L&WI, draft paper

Yes - except it’s more the other way round: there should always 
be the question of how LL can help/impact on any given policy.



From 2017 Education at a Glance



Valuing ALE

• Resourcing it: nationally, organisationally, individually





Valuing ALE

• Resourcing it: nationally, organisationally, individually

• Recognising it: 
• formally and informally;  

• pathways and lines of sight

• Rewarding it:  materially and non-materially



Devolution: opportunity or…..



The silo challenge
KEY Q

IF THERE IS TO BE A LIFELONG LEARNING STRATEGY, WHO SHOULD 
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Formulating

Resourcing

Implementing

Monitoring

Evaluating



(from Learning Through Life)

A ‘The State of Learning’
An annual – or triennial – report, covering

Individual measures: participation, progression, etc

Organisational measures: provision and expenditure

B     International benchmarking

Make use of comparative experience, through:

l a benchmarking exercise, with a small group of selected countries, to carry forward the State of

Learning process;

l a review of UK strategy on lifelong learning from the OECD.

C   Building intelligence

Systemic improvement entails the strengthening of the knowledge available, and constructive debate

amongst practitioners, researchers and the public, as well as policy analysts. Specific categories

where there is more to be done:

The effects of learning: broader and longer analysis

Voices and observations

Systematic experimentation

Inspection and peer review


